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Architects tend to look skyward: The
ancient Greeks built coffered ceilings in
their temples. Romans introduced the

barrel vault. Medieval builders constructed
Gothic arches and Renaissance domes to
inspire the masses. Centuries later, the impact
is the same, says architect Kevin Lichten: “The
ceiling of any room has the potential to be the
most dramatic and mood-altering part.”

American builders in the early and mid-
20th century did embrace flat ceilings. Frank
Lloyd Wright would manipulate the impact of
a flat ceiling by designing it lower near a
room’s entrance. “So when you came in the
room and he popped it up, you felt that you’d
arrived somewhere,” says Lichten, founder of
the architecture and design firm Lichten Craig.
Trouble is, many other midcentury home-
builders didn’t get Wright’s message. America’s
suburbs are dotted with high ranches and

split-level houses with flat and noticeably low
8- or 9-foot ceilings. Some homeowners are
opting to change that, removing a low, flat
ceiling and extending it all the way up to the
roof. It’s a big project, but it can powerfully
change the look and feel of a home.

Piggyback on other construction
If you’re already doing heavy remodeling -

perhaps removing walls to open up a kitchen
and dining room - consider raising the ceiling
in those rooms, suggests Chip Wade, contrac-
tor and host of HGTV’s “Elbow Room” and
“Curb Appeal: The Block.” The expense and
challenge of redistributing the roof’s load can
be shared by both projects.

If you’re not making any other changes,
then raising a ceiling is an expensive choice,
similar to putting an addition on your house,
says Scott McGillivray of the DIY Network
series “Income Property.” Yet it can be worth
the investment.

“It changes the feel of the whole space,”
McGillivray says, so there’s no harm in getting
estimates and considering the project. Last
year, McGillivray was part of the team that ren-
ovated a small bungalow in North Carolina,
turning it into HGTV’s “Urban Oasis” for 2015. 

The cramped little home with ceilings
“barely 8 feet high” became an open, airy
retreat because of a new cathedral ceiling.
Once the ceiling was lifted, “Bam! The place
felt monstrous,” McGillivray says. “And you get
a tremendous amount of light if you do some
skylights, which is what we did.”

Every home is different
Get estimates from engineers or architects

who can think creatively about your particular
home, says Wade. “It needs to be someone
who can see the engineering side first” and will
consider more than one approach, Wade says.
Raising the ceiling of an older, pre-1950s home
can be simpler than doing so on a newer
home, says McGillivray, because older houses
were often built with rafters rather than prefab

trusses. Exposing rafters doesn’t change the
structure of the roof, so it’s a smaller job.
Removing modern trusses and rebuilding the
roof’s support is a larger project, usually involv-
ing the addition of a huge center beam run-
ning the length of the room. Older, Victorian-
style houses are likely to have a very pitched
roof, adding considerable height to a room. So

you can raise the ceiling to a game-changing
height by exposing those vintage rafters.

Other ceiling options
If raising your ceiling is too expensive, consid-

er easy, decorative fixes like metallic ceiling tiles
and coffered panels. You can make the most of a
decorative ceiling through “vertical tricks,” says

Lichten. Try installing paneling vertically up to the
ceiling, or adding tall, vertical windows to create
the illusion of height. Or try making the ceiling
artificially lower at the entrance by adding a few
inches of soffit above the doorway. “There’s a
basic human need to feel this vertical force in a
room,” Lichten says. “So anything you can do to
bring the eye upward, to bring it skyward helps.”

Raising the ceiling can dramatically change a room

These photos show the living room designed by Flynn for HGTV’s “Urban Oasis 2015” house that had ceilings barely 8 feet high and were
raised as shown to create a dramatic open space. — AP photos

With sunny days getting longer and lazier,
sparkling beaches warming up and ter-
rorism fears driving customers away

from other Mediterranean destinations, Spain
and Portugal are reaping an economic bonanza
from tourism. While most in the cash-strapped
nations are welcoming the influx, some locals
have been exasperated by the crowds of tourists.
In the first two months of this year, the number of
holidaymakers arriving in Spain was up more
than 11 percent on the same period in 2015.
Authorities predict that Spain is on course for its
fourth straight record-breaking tourism year.
ABTA, the United Kingdom’s largest travel associa-
tion and Iberia’s main market, reports that book-
ings to Portugal are 29 percent up compared to
last year, and are 26 percent higher for Spain.

That’s broadly seen as good news for the two
Iberian economies, which nosedived during
Europe’s recent financial crisis. But not everyone
is cheering. With the boom showing no signs of
slowing and the summer vacation season
approaching, some locals are fed up with
throngs of tourists clogging the narrow streets of
the peninsula’s centuries-old cities and crowding
its celebrated beaches.

In Palma, capital of the popular Spanish island
of Mallorca, graffiti in English appeared on city
walls last month saying, “tourist you are the terror-
ist” and “tourist go home.” In Barcelona, complaints
about overcrowding have grown so much that res-
idents elected a mayor last year who is making
good on promises to put a brake on new hotel
construction and is exchanging ideas with New
York City officials on how to cope with the crush.

Heavy traffic
Meanwhile, on the opposite coast, residents

in the Portuguese capital of Lisbon grumble
about packed sidewalks and heavy traffic.
Tourism analysts say security concerns are help-
ing drive business toward the western
Mediterranean areas and away from Europeans’
other traditional summer hotspots, especially
Egypt, Tunisia and Turkey.

“The threats from terror have come into play,”
says Rochelle Turner, director of research at the
World Travel and Tourism Council in London, a
forum for industry businesses. Turkey’s visitor
count in April was down nearly 30 percent com-
pared to a year earlier, the tourism ministry said
Friday. Spain, Europe’s most popular destination

after France, hosted 68.1 million tourists last year
- almost 5 percent up on the previous year - with
the United Kingdom, France and Germany send-
ing most visitors. The tourist trade brought in
67.4 billion euros ($75.3 billion) in 2015, the
national statistics agency says.

In the first three months of this year, tourism
created almost 89,000 new Spanish jobs. In a
country with 20 percent unemployment, that’s a
welcome development. But some say the surge
has to be better managed. “We cannot just keep
growing at breakneck speed in terms of volume,
filling or exceeding the capacity of some destina-
tions,” Exceltur, a nonprofit group formed by the
chairmen of the 25 leading Spanish tourist
groups, has warned.

The people of Barcelona may agree. The
Catalan capital of 1.6 million people received 4.2
million tourists in 2005. Last year, that number
reached 7 million, triggering alarm. “I’m all for a
concept of sensible tourism ... but the truth is we
have been invaded, and Barcelona’s own success
is its own worst enemy,” said retiree Rosa Maria
Miguel, 65, from the Barceloneta district - a his-
toric fishermen’s quarter that nowadays boasts
an exclusive marina for glamorous mega-yachts.

Aime Bwakira, a 41-year-old financial analyst
from Toronto, likes Barcelona so much that he
recently made his third visit, though he acknowl-
edges the influx of tourists like him can be “over-
whelming.”

Local frustrations
“I can certainly sympathize with local frustra-

tions because, while we bring money to the local
economy, we also crowd the streets, push prices
up and bring noise and rowdiness,” he said. “I
don’t know what the right balance is, but it’s not
an easy one.” Barcelona Mayor Ada Colau is
determined to find that balance. “Barcelona has
consolidated itself as one of the world’s prime
destinations, which has its obvious benefits, but
also entails high-impact risk that unregulated
growth could eventually make the bubble burst,”
she said recently. Her administration has
imposed a moratorium on new hotel accommo-
dation and is mulling the introduction of a
“tourist tax” on visitors, with revenue being spent
on other sectors in order to spread the benefits.

Cruise ships that offload thousands of tourists
usually for only a few hours before setting sail
again are a clear target for this per-person tax.

“Harmony of the Seas,” the world’s largest cruise
liner, capable of landing more than 5,000 passen-
gers at a time, is due to dock in Barcelona on
June 5 on its maiden Mediterranean cruise. While
Barcelona seeks to slow things down, in Lisbon
there’s a dash to keep up with surging demand.
More than 50 new hotels opened in 2015.
Portugal last year received more than 17 million
tourists - a 9 percent increase on 2014 and a
record - and in the first quarter of this year, the
number of guests increased by almost 15 per-
cent. The visitors are seen as a tonic for Portugal’s
feeble economy.

But as the novelty of being in fashion wears
off, grumbles are being heard. One downtown
Lisbon parish council official has described the
city’s residents as “collateral damage” in the
boom, as they are squeezed off busy sidewalks
and out of popular restaurants. In the medieval
Lisbon neighborhood of Alfama, a constant
stream of tourists in tour buses, taxis and motor-
ized rickshaws called “tuk-tuks” thread their way
through narrow, cobbled streets up to St.
George’s castle. The picturesque neighborhood is
increasingly handing over its homes to lucrative
tourist accommodations. — AP

Tourists have dinner at restaurant tables set outside on public stairs with a view of Lisbon’s Saint George castle, in
the background. — AP photos

Tourists taking pictures are silhouetted against Lisbon’s old center lit by the setting sun.

Tourism boom fires Iberian
economies but leaves some cold 

A tourist poses for photos behind a bullfighting costume in Madrid’s Plaza
Mayor in Spain.

Tourists walk along the Ramblas street in Barcelona, Spain.A group of tourists riding electric vehicles make their way through a nar-
row street in the medieval Lisbon neighborhood of Alfama. 


